a contract of the constitution there and now. I have
made a note against the names of those persons
to be done there am doubt: others, who have gone
hence to be seen as more frequently of whose deaths
I have not been apprised of the whole number few
only are residents at this state. Hulon Anderson
Parke, Broom, of Phillips and myself.
I know if my earthly pleasure which would
afford me more heartfelt satisfaction than a short
stay at that village, where I could again refresh
my memory with a review of the place, and things
that still remain as monuments of my stay
that are past, when the future was looked to
with hope, never to be realized.
I would like to look into the town occasionally by
President John and myself, where we spent many
pleasant hours in walking together the Latin square
occasions, and in demonstrating the propositions
in course section, and bring the first class, that
ever studied the branch of mathematics.
Our room was in the 10 west corner of the building
of what was then called the new college. We used the
to be in the library, and to take a stroll through
the village, beginning at Bank Square, and passing
eastward down the main street first by Mrs. Minutes,
and then Farley's store, and the left, and the square
occupied by Hulon, then Tom Taylor then on the
left, then Edward Pitts, and then Tom Hulon,